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ON THE SYMMETRIC CUBE OF A SPHERE

BY

JACK UCCI

1. Introduction. Let Xm denote the cartesian product Xx ■ ■ ■ x X (m factors)

of the based space X. The full symmetric group S(m) acts on Xm by permutation

homeomorphisms and the quotient space Xm/S(m) is defined to be the wi-fold

symmetric product SPmX of X.

Now let X=Sn, the «-sphere. A map/: SPmSn -* Sn is of type r if the composite

Sn —U SPmSn -+-+ Sn

has degree r. Here /(x) = [x, e,..., e] where e is the basepoint of 5". For given n

and m an elementary result of James asserts that the set of all "realizable types"

is an ideal (km,n)^Z in the ring of integers—whence the problem of determining

the generator km,n. The main results of [1] and [6] determine k2-n:

Theorem 1.1. (i) k2-2i = 0;

(ii) &2,2( + i_2«>(2¡) wnere c,(¿) ¡s the number of integers 0<a^b with a = 0, 1,2

or 4 mod 8.

In [7] we obtained a lower bound for km,n for all m. Our main result in this

paper asserts that this lower bound is best possible when m = 3, i.e. k3-" is determined

as follows:

Theorem 1.2. (i) ka-2t = 0; (ii) k3-2t + 1 = 2«'i2n-3K

1.2(i) is of course a simple consequence of l.l(i). Moreover the main result of

[7] implies that 2«'(2í)-3í|£3'2t + 1. Thus 1.2(h) will be proved by constructing a map

/: SP3Sn^Sn, n = 2t+l, of type r = 2",(2V>■ 3!. For this Toda's notion of the sus-

pension-order of a space X—the least positive integer s such that siEX = 0 in

[EX, EX]—is fundamental (see §4).

Recall then Toda's result [6] which is an important step in the proof of 1.1 (ii).

Let X£¡x be the quotient space X/S(2) where X is the 5(2)-invariant subspace

DnxSn~1 u 5n_1x Dnof(P>")2. Then X^x has the homotopy type of a suspension

space (see Corollary 2.7 or [1, Lemma 2.1]) so that we may consider the "de-

suspension" E~1Xg¡x of X2tX. Toda's result asserts

Theorem 1.3. (i) The suspension-order of E~1XfA is infinite.

(ii) The suspension-order of E ~1XfiX 1 is 2"'i2n.
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In a similar way 1.2(h) depends on a suspension-order calculation. Let X3¡2 be

the quotient space YjS(3) where Y is the 5(3)-invariant subspace DnxSn~x

xSn~x u Sn-xxDnxSn-x u Sn-xxSn-xxDn of (Dn)3. The standard embed-

ding (Dn)2 -> (Dnf, fa, x2) -+ (xu x2, e), e the basepoint of Dn, induces an

embedding X2,x -> X£¡2. The quotient space X3¡2IX2¡1 has the homotopy type of a

suspension space (see Proposition 2.6). Then Toda's methods can be applied to

prove

Theorem 1.4. (i) The suspension-order of E~x(X2tt2IXfA) is infinite.

(ii) The suspension-order of E-x(Xf:2xjXfiXx) is 3K

Apart from some cohomological calculations our procedure is that of §4 of [1]—

namely killing a certain attaching map by composition with a suitable map. In

§1 we develop some geometry of SPmSn. In particular we study certain desuspension

properties of related subcomplexes. §2 contains a lemma sharpening our focus on

exactly which map should be killed. 1.4 and 1.3 are then proved in §3 and §4,

respectively. The latter makes use of the mod 3 Hopf invariant.

Given a space Y many properties of its suspension EY, e.g. the group structure

on [EY, Z], the suspension-order of T (which is a property defined in terms of FT),

etc. admit definitions for any space Jfof the same homotopy type as EY. Thus we

often speak of these properties for E~XX when we really mean the corresponding

properties for Y (or EY), even though we don't know if A1 is actually desuspendable.

Most of this paper was written at the Forschungsinstitut für Mathematik,

Eidgenössosche Technische Hochschule in Zürich, during the summer of 1968.

It is a pleasure to thank Professor Beno Eckmann for making my visit possible.

2. Geometry of SPmSn. Let Dn be the unit «-ball in Rn and Sn'x = 8Dn its

boundary (n— l)-sphere. Let ht: (£>n)m ->(Dn)m be the permutation homeo-

morphism corresponding to a given element r e S(m). Setting A^j = (Dn)m'1

x(5"-1)', 0^/^/m, we obtain an 5(/n)-invariant subspace of Al<0 = (Dn)m by

ft.i =   U   hz(Al,d.
lES(m)

Hence we may take its orbit space under the S(/n)-action and obtain, X£tl =

ft.i/i(«).
We give X^i the quotient topology. The embedding A^.v -+ A\¿, rn'rim and

«',-/'< m -I, given by fa,..., xm)->(*,,..., xm-, e,..., e) induces an em-

bedding X&j. -> X*tl. X£y0 and X£,m are the familiar symmetric products SPmDn

and SPmSn~x, respectively. And X$,x is the "symmetric join" of 5n_1 with itself

defined in [1].

Lemma 2.1. X„_0 is homeomorphic to the cone

CXli = XZ,iXllX¿,iX{0}.
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Proof. The   map   X^x xl^ Jf«p0  given   by  ([x], r)=([*i, • • -, *m], 0 -»- [tx]

= [txx,..., txn] induces a topological map

(1)
f y«       _.    yn
^Am,1 * Am,0

which sends X„Ax{l} onto the subspace i^ci;^,

Remark. All cones CXin this paper will be "inverted", i.e. CX=XxI/Xx{0}.

As we define the suspension EX to to be the quotient CX/X=CX/Xx{l}, our

suspensions will also be inverted.

Choose a relative homeomorphism h: (£>", Sn~1)-^-(Sn, e). Then the induced

map

(2) hgfm)'. (Xm¡0, Xm¡x) —> (Xm¡m , Am_1>m_i)

also is a relative homeomorphism and so from Lemma 2.1 we have

Lemma 2.2. X^m is homeomorphic to the adjunction space X^l\¡m-X u CX*¡X.

Here the attaching map is given by the restriction of hS{m) to X^,x-

We define the join X° Y of X and  7 as the space XxCYuCXxY. The

homeomorphism c: C(X ° Y) -> CXx C Y given by

(3)
c[ix, [y, t]), u] = [[x, ii], [y, tu]]   if (x, [y, t]) e Xx CY,

c[([x, t], y), u] = [[x, tu], [y, u]]   if ([x, tl y) e CXx Y

induces a homeomorphism

E(X° Y) = T^Y-"    XoY

Consider the shuffle map ß: X^¡ x Xk.x -> Xk+k.ti+y defined by

ß([xx,..., xk], [yx,..., yk.]) = [xx, ...,xk,yx,..., yk.\

Using the homeomorphism (1) we obtain a map

(4) <P:Xlx°X£,,x^XZ+k.,x

by setting^|A'i>1xCA'^,1=j8o(idxa) and t/i\CX£tlx Xg.tl=ß » (ctxid). The maps

a, ß, ifi and c satisfy the commutative diagram

cw,.»ç,i)-
C(*)

_> GXk+k-x

CXk_x x CXk-¡x

aXa

V    v  Y"
Ak,0 X -Afe'.O ^ Ak + k'.0
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Here Cfa) denotes the conal extension of the map </>. The verification of the

commutativity is straightforward: for (x, [y, t]) e X£x x CX£.,X, x=[xx,..., xk],

y=[y,...,yk']v/eha\e

a o Cfa)[fa [y, t]), u] = c#(x, [y, t]), u] = a[ß(x, ty), u] = uß(x, ty) = [ux, tuy],

ß ° (a x a) ° c[(x, [y, t]), u] = ß o (a x a)[[x, u], [y, tu]] = ß(ux, tuy) = [ux, tuy].

Similarly for ([x, t], y) e CX£tl x X¡-tl. As an immediate consequence we have

Corollary 2.3. The shuffle map ß : X^¡0 x X£.t0 -*■ X£+m-,0 induces the suspension

map

Eifi
E(Xml ° Am-,i) ► Xm+m-tolXm + m^x = EXm+m'¡x.

Now consider the  surjective  map  X£_ly0x X^1 L» X£t¡,  l-¿l<m,  defined

by the composite

id x hsQ) ß
vn v yj-1_ "'.    y» v  vn   _ -   V»

Am-l,0* Al.Q * Am-l,Q x Al,l * Am,l

where hsw is given in (2) and ß is the shuffle map. It is easy to check that the boun-

dary of ^_,,0x Xlz1

8(X*^0xXlo-x) ^ 8(CX»_Ui x CX?JX) = *2_,(1 o Xlîx

is mapped by ¿/onto the subspace X£il+1 u A^-i,,-! and that ¿defines a relative

homeomorphism of the pairs

(Xm-i,ox X?t0~ , ^m-1,1 ° XptX )   and   (X£¿, X£¡l+X u Xm-X,i-X)-

And so dc defines a relative homeomorphism of the pairs

(Cffi-u'^'US-u^ii1)    and   (X»M XZ,i + x u X*-x.i-i)-

Note c\(X/n_iA o Xftxx) is the identity map.

Similarly ß: IJ.,i0x A"", -*■ X%tl itself is a surjective map which defines a

relative homeomorphism of the pairs

(Xm-i,ox Xf3i, Xm-i,x x ATJi)   and   (X£tl, A'm.i+i)-

Summarizing these observations we have

Lemma 2.4. Let 1 %l<m. Then

(i) X£a   is  homeomorphic  to   the   adjunction   space   (X£it + X u X^ -i^-i) u

C(X*_UX o Xflx1) with attaching map given by the restriction of dc (and hence of d)

to JK2-I.1 ° 1ÏÏ*.

(ii) X^.i ii homeomorphic to the adjunction space X^A + X u CX^_l¡x x Xfo with

attaching map given by the restriction ofß(a x id) (and hence of ß) to A^_(il x X"¡.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.4 we have
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Lemma 2.5. Let l^l<m. Then

(i) IS.iKÜSj+i u ^m-i.i-i) andEXZ-t.t.AEXPS1 are homeomorphic.

(ii) XZjXSj+t and EX£_,A v£(JBn.u A X£,) have the same homotopy type.

(iii) XiiJXm-i,i-i is homeomorphic to the adjunction space XHij+i/Xi-u

u C(X/n-i,x ° XPS1) w'tn attaching map given by the composition of the attaching

map in 2.4(i) and the obvious collapsing map.

Proof, (i) follows directly from Lemma 2.4(i) and the easy observation that

(C(Xo Y),X° Y)^(CXxCY,Xo Y) and (EXxEY, EXvEY) are relatively

homeomorphic. Similarly (ii) comes from Lemma 2.4(h) and the facts (1) that

(CXx Y, XxY) and (EXx Y, point x Y) are relatively homeomorphic and (2)

that the quotient EX x Y /point x Y has the same homotopy type as EXv E( X A Y).

Finally (iii) follows from Lemma 2.4(i) and the simple observation that A'ñ.i+i

^ •»5-1,1-1" Am-l,l-

With these preliminaries over we can proceed to consider the desuspension

properties of the above and related spaces. Our approach will be to "desuspend

up to homotopy equivalence" certain of the above attaching maps.

First we recall some elementary homotopy theory. Suppose X and X' are

1-connected and A and A' are 0-connected finite CW complexes and

P

A'
f

is a commutative diagram of maps with p and q homotopy equivalences. Then the

adjunction spaces X\Jf CA and X' ur CA' have the same homotopy type. An

explicit homotopy equivalence

P: X\JfCA^X'\JrCA'

is given by F\X=q and F\CA = C(p) the conal extension of p. We call Pthe conal

homotopy equivalence determined by p and q. Our interest lies in the situation

A'=EA", X' = EX" suspension spaces and f' = Ef" a suspension map. Then

X\Jf CA will have the homotopy type of the suspension space EX" uEr C(EA")

^E(X"urCA").

We now apply these remarks to the space JfS.m-iA*»-!.«-* According to

Lemma 2.5(iii) the attaching map in the adjunction space

Xm,mlXm-l,m-l U C(XXfí ° X£ZXX)

is the composite

-»1,1 ° -Am-1,1 ~> Xm¡m U Xm-X¡
->

Yn     l )  Yn Y
Am.m ^ ■Am-l.m-2  -.        Ai

n
m.m

Yn
Am-l.m-2 lm-J,m-1
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The first map on X^x x CX£z\iX is ß ° (id x (/%„,-« ° a)) and on CX$A x X£z\,x

is ß°(axhs(m.1)) where 0: ^„x A^_2,m_2 -> A^_1>m_2 is the shuffle map. A

more familiar description of this attaching map via the identifications X^x = Sn~x,

XlJXZ_i¡m_i = SP'»S»-x¡SPm-xS»-x is given by

Sn~x x CX^zl.i ->Sn~xx SPm-xSn~x^ SPmSn~x -> spmsn-xispm-xsn-x,

CSn'xx X£zl,x -> basepoint.

As point x CX£zx%x is also mapped to the basepoint, this attaching map factors as

s*-1 o x*zl,x - —>SPmSn-x

(5)

Sn-1°XZZ\,XIA-    ^SPmSn-x¡SPm-xSn-x

where A = pointxCX^z\A u CSn~x x X£z\iX is contractible (in itself). Thus the

collapsing map p is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, setting S=Sn~x and

X=X^z\i we can impose a suspension structure on 5° XjA by the following

(obvious) homeomorphisms:

S°X SxCX CSn-2xCX

(6 A    = Sx XvpointxCX - CSn~2x XV Sn~2xCX

„C(S-2°X)

But Ai.ô1 x À^:îtl^CSn~2 x CA and so the map inducing the lower horizontal

map of (5) is obviously the shuffle map. Thus we have proven

Proposition 2.6. Xn,m-ilXm-i,m-2 has the homotopy type of the suspension space

EX»;iX VJE, C(E(S«-2 o X«z\,i))

where ip is the map defined in (4), i.e. ifi is given by

idxa ß
Sn-2 v r yn-1     _.    y»-lY  y»-l .    yn-1

XKsAm-\,\-'-*1,1    *• Am-X,0 ^ -"m,l >

ax id j8
/"C'n-2w yj-1     _.    yn-1 Y yn-1     _s.  yn-1
*-"-> x Am-l,X -> AX,0    XAm-l,l * Am,X •

Moreover an explicit homotopy equivalence is given by the composition F° G,

G the homeomorphism of Lemma 2.5(iii) and F the conal homotopy equivalence

determined by the collapsing map p

on-l      yn-1
„.   Cn-l0yn-l ¿ Am-l.l

and the homeomorphism q: X%~^¡X^zl^-i^EX^i1 ■

The particular case m = 2 yields a slightly stronger assertion:
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Corollary 2.7. X2tX has the homotopy type of the suspension space

EXl-x1umC(E(Sn-2oSn~2))

and an explicit homotopy equivalence is given by F ° G ° p where F, G, ^ are as in

2.6 andp: X2tX -*■ X5tX/X^0 is the collapsing map (a homotopy equivalence).

We now restrict our attention to the case m = 3. We wish to prove

Proposition 2.8. X3¡2¡X^:X has the homotopy type of a double suspension space.

An important step for this is

Proposition 2.9. XgJ1 has the homotopy type of a suspension.

Proof (of 2.9). By Lemma 2.4(i) XSn1 is homeomorphic to the adjunction space

(7) (Xl~21 u Xl~01)U$C(Xlo1oSn-3).

Since Xl^^CXH1 the collapsing map XS,»1 u XJt,ox -> Xg^/XiJ1 is a homo-

topy equivalence and so the adjunction space (7) is homotopy equivalent to the

adjunction space

XlSIXfc1 uffi C(Xl~x1 o Sn~3).

Here the attaching map <p is given by

yn-l v /"en-3 _.   y«    ~ yn-1    .    V"-l     -^  yn-liyn-1
-*2,1    *• *-'0 "^ A2,lx-*l,l    —*" A3,2    —> -*3,2   /A2,l   ,

A = point x CSn'3 u CXlS x Sn~3-+ basepoint,

and so we again have a factorization

x»-ioS*-3 _JU Xlï/Xîï

\ A>'
x\:¿oS«-3/a

Recall   the    homeomorphism    (JTJj1 ° Sn~3)\A^(Xl^ x CSn-3)\A',    where

Á = Xl~xxxSn~3 u pointx CSn~3, and the homotopy equivalence

Xj-11xCSn-3      ^ _ {SP2Sn-2\Sn-2 u, C(Sn'2 o Sn~2)}xCSn-3
A' >z~~     ~~ T"

where

A" = {SP2Sn-2/Sn~2 u, C(Sn~2 o Sn~3)} x Sn~3 u point x CSn-3.

From this and the homeomorphisms

SP2Sn~2/Sn-2 s CXl-x2/Xl-x2 = EXl~x2,

EXl-x2xCSn-3 _ CXZl'xCS«-3
EXl;x2 xS"-3u point xCSn~3=    X2~x2 ° Sn~3

C(Xll2 ° Sn~3) _   F(yn-2 0  on-3-v
-   xi~x2oSn-3   -b(Ä2-1   à    '
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we obtain a homeomorphism

Z-* F(A-2nj2 o S""3) uy C(Sn~2 o S""3) x CSn~3

where the attaching map y is given by

[October

Çp2Cn-3
(Sn~2 ° Sn~3) x CSn~3 ->    „._„   x CSn-'

(SP2Sn~2ISn-2)xCSn-

sn~2

Z E(XH2 o S»-3),

C(Sn-2 ° Sn~3) x Sn~3 -*■ basepoint.

Since the map <p sends Dn~xx CSn~3 to the basepoint we obtain induced maps

<p", <p", <p(lv) and the commutative diagram

1„ cn-3ATi1 ° s

(Xn2;ix o S

yn-1/ yn-1A3,2  Ia 2.1

E(X"2;i2°Sn-2)uyC(S"-2oSn-3)xCSn-3 -► EX$;x*v.C{S*-aoXtf)

The end is now in sight. To complete the proof of 2.9 we need only show that

<p(iv) is homotopy equivalent to a suspension. First note that <p(lv)\E(X$tX2 ° Sn~3)

is already a suspension map since it is induced by the "shuffle" map

cxu2 xcs*-*-+ CXll*.

Furthermore <p(iv) is induced by the composite hih3h2hx of homeomorphisms

C(Sn-2°Sn-3)xCSn-3 C5n~2xC(5n-3°5'*-3) -^* CSn-2xCXl~2

hi h
CSn-2xCSn-3xCSn-3 C(Sn-2o(Sn~3oSn-3))  -j-* C(Sn-2 o Xl\2)

"6

Now there exists a homeomorphism h7

E(Xl~x2 oSn~3) ur C(Sn~2 c (Sn"3 ° Sn~3))

> E(Xl~x 2oSn~3)\Jr C(Sn - 2 o Sn - 3) x CS

which is the identity on E(Xl~x2 ° Sn~3) and (h5h2hx)-x on

c(sn-2°(sn-3°s,n-3)).
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Here y'= y(hh2hx)-1\(Sn-2 ° (Sn~3 ° S"1"3)). <p(lv)/j7 is now induced by h6.

The attaching map q> factors as

S-2 o Xn2;x2 -2-► PJS.'i2

»a\ /V
(5-a«-n"ia)M

where ,4 = point x CX2~X2 u CS" 2x Xl'x2. p2 is a homotopy equivalence and <p*

becomes E</i when (Sn~2 ° Xl;x2)\A is identified as E(Sn~3 ° JST2nj2).

The attaching map / also factors as

Sn-2o(S"-3oSn-3) -£-» pía-s.-^oS"-3)

P\ A"
(5"-2o(Sn-3»5n-3))//

where vi '=point x C(Sn ~3 ° 5» - 3) u aS" "3 x (Sn ' 3 ° 5" - 3) and px is a homotopy

equivalence. Thus we have a commutative diagram with <p(v) induced by <p(lT)

£(JSrS.-i2 » S"1-3) Uy- C(Sn~2 ° (5n"3 o S"1"3)) -L_> PZg.l2 u, COS"*"2 ° ATS.!2)

/>2

P(A-S.I2 o S"'3) KJy. C(EiS"-3 o (S*"3 o S*"3))) _?_> PX3,!2 uE„ C(P(5n"3 » Z3.I2)).

But <p(v) restricts to a suspension map EiX%-x2 o S"-3) -*■ EX$¡X2 and moreover

maps the suspension variable of C(£(5""3 » (S"-3 « S""3))) linearly onto the

suspension variable of C(P(.Sn"3 ° X2~x2)). Thus <p(v) will be a suspension map

(and X3~x1 homotopy equivalent to a suspension space) if the attaching map y"

is also a suspension map. But this is a simple matter of direct verification (or is

obvious by construction!).

We need examine only how y behaves on Sn~2xCiSn~3 ° Sn~3) since y

sends pointx COS"1"3 o Sn~3) u CSn-2xiSn~3 ° Sn~3) to the basepoint (south

pole). Recall that the suspension structure of £(S'n"3o(S""3oS*"3)) comes

from iSn~2 x CiSn~3 ° Sn~3))/A",

A" = pointx CiSn~3 o Sn~3) u CSn~2xiSn~3 o Sn-3)

via

CSn-3xCjSn-3oSn-3) ^ C(.S"'-3°(5n-3°5n-3))

5n-30(iSn-30iS.n-3-)        =       £„ - 3 0 (£„-3 0 £1-3)

Similarly that of EiXfo2 »S""3) comes from

CXjfo8 x C5"-3 ^ C(Z2n,i2 o S"-3)

XS,-X2 o S"1"3    =    JST^ï2 o 5"1"3
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Let (x2, [x3, t3]) e Sn~3x CSn-3<=^Sn~3 o Sn~3 so that

a = (fa, h], [fa, [x3, t3]), u]eCSn'3x C(Sn'3 o S»-3).

Then a is mapped to b = ([[xx, tx], [x2, u]], [x3, tu]) e X%~02 x CSn~3. As an element

of E(Sn3 o (Sn~3 o Sn~3)) a has tx or u as suspension variable according as

u^ti or tx ̂ u. As an element of CX2~\2 x CSn~3 b has the description

b = ([(xx, [x2, «//,]), tx], [xu t3u])   if u ^ tx,

= ([([*i, 'i/«],*2),w], [*3, /3«])      if 'l > u.

Hence the suspension variable of b is fj or u according as t3u-£tx or ii^w. So the

condition uS/j implies t3u^tx in which case tx is the suspension variable for both

a and 6. The other alternative tx ̂  u makes u the common suspension variable.

On the other hand let ([x2, t2], x3) e CSn~3 x Sn~3 so that

a = (fa, h], l([x2, t2], x3), u]) e CSn~3x C(S«~3 o Sn~3).

Then a is mapped to b = ([[Xi, tx], [x2, t2u]], [x3, u]) e X2~02 x CSn~3. As an element

of CXl~i2 x CSn~3 b looks like

... b = ([fa, [x2, t2u/ti]), ti], [x3, u])     if t2u <: tx,
(°)

= ([([xx, tilt2u], x2), t2u], [x3, u])   if tx <: t2U.

Now if u ̂  tx then a has suspension variable tx. But then so does b. If tx ̂  u then a

has suspension variable u. So does b but this requires a little checking: if t2u^ti

then b has suspension variable u from the top half of (8), and if fx ̂  í2m then Z>

has suspension variable u from the bottom half of (8).

Hence y" is a suspension map and the proof of Proposition 2.9 is complete.

The proof of 2.8 is based on the following elementary observation, the proof

of which is left to the reader: suppose/: X° T->-Z is a map which factors as

Xo Y -+-* Z

X/r
W

where p collapses X x vertexcy to a point and collapses vertexcx x Y to a (different)

point and W is the resulting quotient space (easy to see that W^E(Xx Y) with

these collapsed points corresponding to the north and south poles). Then / is

homotopic to the map g given by

g(x,[y,t])=f(x,[y,2t]), Oútúh

= f(x,[y,-2t + 2}),   \£t$\;

g(CXx Y) = basepoint.
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By Proposition 2.6 there is a homotopy equivalence

XS.2IXli -+ EXS.i1 uw C(E(Sn~2 o Xl~ix)).

From the above observation the map >j>: Sn~2 ° X¡~ix -> X3~iX is homotopic to

the map </<': Sn 2 ° AJj1 -> X3~lx defined above. Thus we have a commutative

diagram

s.-a'ojrj-i -Í> A-3,11 -> nV/m1 ^ ^(ZS,-!1 o S"'3)

X ^
(s-a » m1)/^

where A = point x CA^i1 u CS""2 x Jfjj1. Set

r = {[x,i]ECZ2"J1|xEA'2",:1},

C+A" = {[x, r] e CAri1]* 6 «.Ï1, 0 = ' = i>,

C_A = {[x, f] e ClJ.l'ljte A2nj\ J á t ú 1}.

From the definition of >fi' we have that the /'-pre-image of A'31>21/A'2,l1 is the p-

image of Sn ~2 x X u CS x Xfax u pt x CJTJä1-

b    <^_S>     x      /        \

/_yrc-x

Sn~2 x CX"^2

We define maps

(i) CSn-3xC+X->Sn~2xC+X,

(ii) C5,n-3xC_Ar-»S"-2xC_A',

via the maps CSn~3^Dn-2 ^ Sn~2 and C±X%C±X. In (i) the boundary

Sn~3 x C+A u CSn~3x X is mapped onto point x C+ X u Sn~2 x X and in (ii) the

boundary

Sn 2 x C_ X u CSn-3 x X onto pt x C_ A u S""2 x (X u A").

Consequently there exists a homeomorphism

f£(S'-2x!u point xCIu CSn-2 x A") u CSn"3 x C+A" u CS""3 x C_ A"
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and so a homeomorphism

-A^ZX = 5". \*XvuaiCSn-3xC+XKJa2CSn-3xC-X
A point xi     ] 2

with attaching maps a! and a2 derived from (i) and (ii) above together with the

collapsing map 7->- Y ¡A.

Now the collapsing map

Sn'2xX     Sn'2xX
(10) -=—>-—=1
v   ' point xX     Sn'2\jX

induces a collapsing map

(11) Zx-+Z2 = (S^_l*X^va-1CS»-3xC+Xva.2CS«-3xC__X.

But

S*-*xX

point x X
'1 ~ Sn~2 V (S"1"2 A X)

and so the map (10) is obviously homotopy equivalent to a suspension map. And it

follows easily that the map (11) is also homotopy equivalent to a suspension map.

As the map/' of (9) factors as

Zx -£. XlJIXîï u CLAl.l2 ° Sn'3)

A"
z 2

we see that to prove/' is homotopy equivalent to a suspension, it suffices to prove

that/" is. Note that
Sn~2xX

^-iw ■■vx

The rest of the proof consists of two steps.

Step 1. /"|(5n"2 x X)HSn~2 V X) is homotopy equivalent to a suspension.

Recall the homotopy equivalence

X (= XH1) -> PA-2"J2 u CiSn'2 oSn~3)

from which we obtain a homotopy equivalence

Sn-2xX _ S"-2x(PAlj2 u CjSn~2 o Sn~3))

S"-2vX       3 " S"-2v(£I¿i2uC(5n-2oS"-3))

and a factoring
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"*  X3~~2 /A2,i
¿ X A        J _     vn-llyn-l

!VA

Z3

In an obvious way Z3 is homeomorphic to the space

where S is given by

5n"3 x C(Sn~2 oS""3)^ basepoint,

CSn~3 xSn~2xCSn-3 -► Sn~2 xEXH2,

CSn~3x CSn~2x S"'3-* basepoint.

With the inverse of the above homeomorphism Z3 -*■ Z4 the map f" defines a

map/(lv): Z4-»■ A"J>21/A"2aj1. Checking the above definitions we see that/(lv) is

induced by the composite map

CSn-3x C(Sn~2 o Sn'3) -*■ CSn~3x CSn-2x CSn'3 -* CSn~2x C(Sn~3 ° Sn~3)

-> CSn~2 x CXl;x2 -> C(Sn~2 o A-2n,-i2).

Therefore if we replace Z4 by the homeomorphic (to Z4)

CSn-3xCXl~i2

sn~3° xii2Z* =    c,-3. vn-2   u CS-2 x C(S»-3 c 5-3),

the resulting map Z5 -> FA3,ï2 u C(Sn~2 ° A"2J2) is induced by the composite

CSn~2 x C(Sn~3 o Sn~3) -> CSn~2x CXl'i2 -+ C(5n"2 o A^2)

and so restricts to a suspension map E(S"~3 ° AJj2) ->■ EXS,1a, and on

C(5"-2o(5n-3o5'1-3))

is the conal extension of the map

5n-2 0 (Sn-3 0 Sn-3) }_lí+ £n-2 o X^2.

Hence via the usual homotopy equivalences we obtain a commutative diagram

E(Sn~3 o Xli2) u C(Sn'2 o (Sn~3 o Sn'3))-► EXll* u C(Sn~2 » A2n,i2)

E(Sn~3 o A2Vi2) u C(E(Sn~3 o (S""3 o Sn"3))) -> FA3Vi2 u C(F(5n"3 ° AJ,!2))

where the bottom horizontal map is a suspension map and the vertical maps
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homotopy equivalences. Thus f"\(Sn~2 x X)j(Sn~2 v X) is homotopy equivalent

to a suspension.

Step 2. We have constructed a commutative diagram

* X&IXfr1 u, CiXl;S o S"'3)

I*
* {PAe.'x'u C(Sn~2 o A-3,12)} u CÍA-S.11 ° S"-3)

02

P/l uKl C(S"-3 o X^1) ua2 C(5^3 » *J.î») _► £5 uy C(Xl;x2 o S"3)

where the bottom horizontal map restricted to EA is a suspension map Â : EA -> PP,

P/l = PÍS""3 o A^jaj u c(P(5n-3 o (5n-3 o Sn~3)))

and

PP = EXS,-X2 u C(£(S—a » All8)).

The attaching maps satisfy the relation h° at = y °T where P: Sn~3 ° A'IYï1 -»■

AjfJ1 ° Sn~3 is the switch homeomorphism. As

at(Sn-3x CXS.11 u C5n"3 x point) = basepoint       (i = 1 and 2)

and

■yiCXS^1 x Sn~3 u point x CSn~3) = basepoint,

we will be done if X2~xx is a suspension space X2~xl = EY, for then we have a

commutative diagram

EA u0l C(5"-3 o A?Jl) u„2 C(S"~3 o Alj1) -> EB u7 Ctflj1 »S-3)

(12)

EA u CÍPÍS11-3 ° F)) u CÍPÍS"1"3 ° 7)) -> EB u C(P(y ° S""3))

with the bottom horizontal map a suspension. And in fact by Lemma 2.1 of [1]

X2~xl is a suspension. However we can also give a self-contained proof using the

homotopy equivalence XiH1 ->■ EY' of Corollary 2.7. Since the attaching maps

ax, a2 (and y) send (Sn~2 ° XX¡0)(XX¡0 ° Sn~3) to the basepoint, we obtain a new

diagram similar to (12) with EY' and Y' replacing X2~xx and Y respectively. The

conclusion again is that the bottom horizontal map is a suspension. Whence

XS.2¡X2,i has the homotopy type of a double suspension.
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Remarks. 1. For m = 2 the preceding argument would suffice to prove that

X2,x/XXi0 (and hence A"2>1 itself) has the homotopy type of a double suspension.

However Lemma 2.1 of [1] asserts much more: A2il is homeomorphic to the join

5«-i 0 pn-i 0f £n-i wjtn reai projective «-space Pn~x. The subsets of A"2>1 corre-

sponding to the "ends" of this join are 5n_1s{[x, x] e A2>1 |xE5n_1} and

Pn'x^{[x, — x]e X$,x | xeS""1}. It seems reasonable to conjecture that either

A"m,m-i or AS.m-i/AS-i.m-, is homeomorphic to a join of the form 5""1oZfor

some subcomplex Z (the problem is to determine Z).

2. Of immediate concern for constructing nontrivial maps SPmSn -*■ Sn would

be the result that A"^m_1/A„_1,m_2 has the homotopy type of a double suspension

for all m (not just m = 2 or 3). The techniques of this paragraph seem suitable for

this. What is needed is (a) X*~xx has the homotopy type of a suspension, and

(b) the "shuffle" map Sn~2 ° X£zXtX -»■ X^7X is homotopy equivalent to a suspen-

sion map. For (a) an induction could be based on the following

«.i ~ «.■/«-!.! u C(X*_x,i ° Sn'2),

Xm,ilXm-ij-i = Xmj+i/Xm_ij U C(Am_;1 o Xj%x ).

First Ar*|>m/jr»_1,w_1s£Z»,-11 and next X2l,m-XIX*-x.m-a~EKby Proposition 2.6

and so on until one reaches ^,2W-i,i'

3. An important lemma. Recall the attaching map <p: X„¡x -*■ A"^í},m_i =

SPm~xSn defined in Lemma 2.2. Iff: SPm~xSn -> Sn is any map of type q such that

fip is nullhomotopic, say by Nt:e~fip, then a map g: SPmSn -*■ Sn of type q is

defined by g\SPm-xSn=f and g\CX£,x<=Nt. As <p-x(SP'Sn) = A"£,m_¡ we define

maps

fu «.«-, -► SP'S\       <p\: *-»,„_, u IS.!...,., -> SPi + 1S"

by the restrictions ?>, = <H *"£,„_, and 9>i = 9>l(*",!U-i u *S_X>M_,_,).

Lemma 3.1. //"/: S^^S" ú a wia/> of degree q such that fyx: X£¡m_i^Sn

is nullhomotopic, then there exists a map F: SPm~xSn -*■ Sn of type q such that

F<pm-i = F<p is nullhomotopic. Thus the above construction provides the existence of a

map SPmSn -> Sn of type q.

Proof. We have a filtration of X£yl given by CX<=DX<=C2<=D2<^ ■ ■ ■ cC,.2

cFm_2<=Cm-1 where C,=AS.m-, and D,=*S.»-i U ^S-i.m-i-a, and so we

have maps <p¡: C¡ -»■ 5F'5n and 95; : D¡ ->■ SPi + 1Sn determined by 9. Suppose

inductively /,: SPiSn^*Sn is a map of type q with nullhomotopy Nil:e~fi<pl.

We will then construct a map/i+1: SPi+xSn -*■ Sn of type q and nullhomotopies

N'ti:e~fl+fa and Aííi + 1:£~/i+i<pi+i. Clearly this will suffice to prove the lemma.

The construction of/,+1, N[and Nt is based on the geometry of Lemma 2.4:

(i) CI+1SA u C(J?+1>1 o A-^:,1.,,!),

(ii) A£CiUC*?+Mx*S_,_,>m_,_a.
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(ii) is an easy consequence of the observation that

L¡ f"ï Am_i_m_¡_2 = AJ-i.bi-í-i.

Construction of/ + 1: we have the standard inclusion y: A7+i,ic A'¿¡,m_i and so

let M\—Ntj (more precisely M¡ = N}(jx id)) be the restriction of the nullhomot-

opy Ni to ATVi.i. Thus M/ is also a nullhomotopy. But recall SPi+1Sn^SP'Sn

uCATVi.i and so we may define/+1 by/+1|5Pi5'n=/ and/+1|CA'/,+ 1,1 = Afti.

Because <p¡j is the attaching map in SP'S71 u CJ"+lil,/¡+1 is well defined.

Construction of the nullhomotopy A^f:e~/+1<p¡: this is simply given by

K'\Ct = N¿ and

N"(([x, t], y), u) = fi+x<p't([x, ut], y)

on CATVi.i* A5-i-a,m-i-a- Here ([x, ut],y) also denotes a point of CX"+ltl

x A"^_i_2m_i_2. As <p!|{([x, 0], y)} is the constant map, so is N¿'. And for u=l,

N{{ is just/ + 19p| as desired.

Construction of the nullhomotopy N¡ + 1:e~fi+x<pi+x: define N¡ + 1 by N*t + 1\Dt

-N? and on C(A?+1>1 o Ar»:.1-!,!) by

(iii) N' + A[(x, [v, fa]), s], u) = M*[jc, su],

(iv)  iV^'öfc'llj).!].«)^'!^^].
The common domain of (iii) and (iv) occurs when tx = t2— 1 in which case (i) and

(ii) reduce to M*[x, su]. When s= 1 (i) and (ii) are consistent with N't + 1\Di = N[i.

This is clear for Xii+XAxCX^z}^X-x since the attaching map of (i) sends X?+ifl

xC'XiZfc,!,! to Ct and N'ti\C¡ = N¡. On the other hand <p\\CX^XAx X^z}.x¡1,

viewed as a map into SP'Sn u CJ'+u, is the identity on CA"(n+1>1; furthermore

/+1|CA7+lil is given by M\ Thus A''i|CAr/l+lil x A5-*-i.i agrees with (iv) above.

Finally when u = 0 we get the constant map and when u= 1 we get/i+i<pi+i. This

completes the proof of 3.1.

We conclude this paragraph with a simple observation about the integer km,n

defined in the introduction. Note that [A,^m_1, 5"] is a distinguished set and the

function

Yq'-  [Xm.m-1, S"] —> [X£¡m-X, Sn]

defined by composition with a map/,: Sn -* Sn of degree q, respects distinguished

elements. Set Ker <pq = </> ~ '(0). Then

Proposition 3.2. Let n = 2t+1 and<p, <px,..., <pm_x be as in 3.1. Then km,n is the

least positive integer q such that [<px] e Ker i/tq.

Proof. For any ^>0 with [<px] e Ker 0, the preceding lemma implies the exist-

ence of a map/: SPmSn-+ Sn of type q>0, whence km-n\q. But by definition of

km-n there exists a map g: SPmSn-> Sn of type km-\ Set gt=g\SPlSm. Then

g<P'- A'm.i -*• Sn extends over the cone CA^j and so is nullhomotopic. Thus so is

gx<px. But gx: Sn -> Sn has degree km,n and so [<px] e Ker i/>r for r=km-n. Therefore

q=km-n.
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4. Suspension-order. The suspension-order of a space X is the order of the

class iEX e [EX, EX] of the identity map of EX. In [6] Toda has computed the

suspension-order of FrA2-1, rïï — («—1). Our main concern is the determination

of the suspension-order of Er(X3¡2¡X$mX), r^ —1. However we begin with an easy

result about ETX£¡m-x, rsï — 1.

Proposition 4.1. (i) For n = 2t the suspension-order of ErX£,m-i, r^—l, is

infinite.

(ii) For n = 2t+l the suspension-order of ETXn,m-u r=—1, is a divisor of

2ri3r2 • • //i for some positive integers rx,...,rx where p is the largest prime not

exceeding m.

Proof, (i) By Toda [6] we need only prove that H\X^tnt-x',Z) contains

an element of infinite order for some />0. We assert that this is the case for

H**-\Xi,m-xl Z). For m = 2, EX¡,X and SP2Sn/Sn are homeomorphic but

H2n(SP2Sn;Z) s H2n(SP2Sn¡Sn;Z) « Z

is well known.

So assume inductively on m that //2n"1(A^m_1; Z) contains an element of

infinite order. From Lemma 2.4 A£ + lm is homeomorphic to the adjunction space

W+1..+ 1 U XS.m-0 U C(S«~X o A-^,11)

(recall Am+lm+1 = SFm Sn ). As X£+1 m+1 n X£,m_i = X£¡m = SPmSn and

H\SPmSn-x;Z) is finite for /=2«-l, 2n-2 (Nakaoka [3]), a straightforward

application of the cohomology Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence implies that

H2n~x(Xn+i,m+i u A^-m_1;Z) contains an element of infinite order. The pair

(SPmSn~x, SPm-xSn-x)^(CX^iX, X^~ix) is «-connected and so the pair (using

Lemma 2.4) (X£+X,m, X¿+l,m+i U -ÏS,*-i) has trivial integral cohomology in

dimensions 0</<2«. And since n — 1 is odd H2n is finite. So by the cohomology

exact sequence of the pair (AS+i,m, AS+liBl+1 u A^-i) we obtain that

H ™    (Am+lm; Z)

contains an element of infinite order.

(ii) That ErXn,m-u f£— 1, is simply connected is an easy consequence of

(1) SPmSn~x is (« —2)-connected, (2) Lemma 2.4, (3) induction on«?, and(4)thevan

Kampen Theorem. Hence to prove (ii) it suffices by Theorem 1.5 of [6] to prove

that the reduced homology /7*(A,£m_1; Z) is finite and has q torsion (q a prime)

exactly when q■¿m. This we do by induction on m. For «7 = 2 it is well known that

H*(X2,X; Z) consists of only 2-torsion. By the cohomology exact sequence of the

pair (AS+i,m, AS,m-i) and induction it suffices to prove that

rn yn . 7\
m + l,m, Am,m-1> ^)
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is finite and has ^-torsion exactly when q^m+l. By Lemma 2.5 we have

Am+l,m/Am,m_i ~ Xm + x¡m+x¡Xm_m U C(o        ° Am>1 )

£ EXZi\,x U CiS»-1 o A"»,-!1)

with the attaching map sending CS^'xI^1 to the basepoint and on S""1

x CX/n^1 given by the composition

S"-1 x CX^1 -> S""1 x SPmSn~1

_+ Spm + lS*-l _+ Spm + lSn-llSpmSn-l ~ FJT»;!^

Now rank /?*(PA',£:;}il, Z)= 1, a generator of infinite order occurring in dimen-

sion im+ l)(n — 1). From the above description of the attaching map this generator

is mapped by the coboundary homomorphism onto im+ l)-times a generator of

infinite order (plus possibly something of finite order) in //i + 1(£n + 1ArjJ,11; Z),

i=im+l)in-l). Thus ff*iX£+1,JX*tm-x; Z) is finite with ç-torsion, q<¡m+l.

Remark. The assertion of 4.1(h) is also true for Pr(A'm,m-i/A'm-i,m-2), r^ —1,

in place of ErXJn,m-X. The proof is essentially the same, but of course the first

step is unnecessary.

Lemma 4.2. Let n = 2t+ 1 and p be an odd prime. Then iKU1)~iX£fI,_x) contains

an element of order pK

Proof. Consider the cofibration

vn _.    vn _.    vn ! vn
^p-l,p-2^" -Ap.p-l —* Ap,p-ll Ap-l.p-2-

As n is odd each of these spaces has finite reduced integral cohomology groups.

However Nakaoka's results and Proposition 4.1 imply that H*iX£_Xp_2;Z)

has ^-torsion exactly for those primes q<p. Hence (via the Atiyah-Hirzebruch

spectral sequence) (A'L/*)~(A'p_1,p_2) contains no elements of order pr, r^l.

Thus we need only prove that (Ä't/1)~(A*plt!,_1/A'pn_li,,_2) contains an element of

order pK

Similar application of Nakaoka's results shows that the reduced integral co-

homology of En + 1X;:lx^EniSPp-1Sn-1ISPp^2Sn-1) has rank 1 and has no

p-torsion. Again from Lemma 2.5 we have

A'p,p-i/A'p_lip_2 ~ EXp¡x   u C(on     ° Xp_xx).

In addition to ¿¡r-torsion, q<p, H*iEX*~x1; Z) has one copy of Z (and that in

dimension in-l)p) and has cyclic /^-torsion only in dimensions (« — l) + 2kip — 1)

+ 1, k = l,2, ...,t — l. From the previous description of the attaching map it

follows that /7*(A'pip_1/A'£_liP_2; Z) is finite, has ^-torsion for q<p, and has

cyclic/7-torsion only in dimension (n— l) + 2kip —1)+ 1, k—l, 2,..., t.

Now the remaining steps in the proof are a repeat of those given in §2 of [7].

Since all the p-torsion occurs in odd dimensions, it all survives to Ex. Clearly

since there are t Ex-terms (all contributing to (KUy)~) containing cyclic /7-torsion
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(FF1)~(Ap%_1/A"^_lip_2) will contain an element of order pl if its />primary

part is cyclic. Coefficient F-theory and the Universal Coefficient Theorem will

suffice for this. /?*(Ar^p_1/AJ_1,p_2; Z„) consists of 2/ copies of Zp and the

initial differential í/2p-i (of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging

to (KU*)~( ; Z„)) kills all but two copies of ZP, one in an odd dimension and the

other in an even dimension. The Universal Coefficient Theorem then implies that

(KUx)~(X^¡p_ilXp _i,p-2) is cyclic. This completes the proof of 3.2.

For the suspension-order determination of A3p2/A2>1 and X32 we require more

precise information on ß*(Xi,aIXlx; Z) andH*(XS,2; Z).

Lemma 4.3. For n = 2t+l,

HKXlalXlù Z) s Z3    // i = (n-l) + 4k+l, k=l, 2,..., t,

S 0      otherwise.

Proof. We start with the familiar

XiJXli £ SP3Sn-xISP2Sn-x u C(Sn-x o XU1).

Nakaoka [2] has shown that H*(SP3Sn-x, SP2Sn-x;Z)^H*(EnX^iX;Z)@ K

where K=Kx@---@Kt, K^Z3 and dimension F¡ = («-1) + 4/+1.

Thus in the commutative diagram

H*(SP3SnXISP2SnX;Z) -^-> //*(Fn + 1AS;11;Z)

H*(EnX2;iX;Z)

we need only prove that <p* is an isomorphism when restricted to the direct Sum-

mand H*(EnXl~iX; Z).

Now <p factors as

sn~x° xs.xx
Sn~x° XU1

A = point x CXll 'ur'xl
Sn-xxSP2S"-x   9   SP3Sn~x

=   cn-1
>

vSP2Sn-x SP2S

where <p is induced by the composite

Sn-ix sp2sn~x -?X SP3Sn~x-^ sp3sn-x¡sp2sn-x.

But pfu = ux + u2 where u, ux, u2 are («-l)-dimensional cohomology generators

(of infinite order). By Nakaoka [2] the direct summand /?*(FnA21j1; Z) of

H*(SP3Sn-xISP2Sn-x;Z) is represented by the classes u(o2Sq2iu) and so

(p*(u-82Sq2iu) = Ui <g> 82Sq2iu. But H*(EnXl~x1; Z) lies in the image of p% and so

the result follows.
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Lemma 4.4. Let n = 2t+ 1. The exact cohomology sequence of the pair (X3<2, X2tX)

breaks up into short exact sequences, and so

H*(XS,2; Z) s H*(Xlx; Z) 0 H*(Xl2¡Xlx;Z).

Proof. We have a commutative diagram

A2tl *■ X3i2

\ Á
SP3S"-1u Xlx

Since Xl2ASP3Sn~1 u A^^P^A^i is (2n+ l)-connected, i$ is an isomorphism

in dimensions ^2n-l. But a straightforward application of the Mayer-Vietoris

cohomology exact sequence (note SP3Sn~1 n A'2,1 = 5'P25n"1) shows that if is

epimorphic. And so i* is epimorphic and the result follows.

Lemma 4.5. Let n = 2t+l.  Then (KOn)~(X3i2) contains an element of order
2<P(2t>

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

iKO»)~iXZ3) -> iKO*)~(Xli) -* (KOn + 1)~(XS.2, Xlx).

From Lemma 4.3 and the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence

(KOn + T(XS.2,Xli)

has no 2-torsion. But (KOn)~(Xlx)^Z2<pan since X£iX and EnPn~1 are

homeomorphic (actually all one needs for this particular situation is that

H*(Xlx; Z)^H*(EnPn'1; Z) as modules over the Steenrod algebra) and so the

result follows by exactness.

Theorem 4.6. Let n = 2t+l. The suspension-order of Er(X3,2IX%iX), r£ — 1, is 3'.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 (for/? = 3) and Toda [6] that the suspension-

order of Er(X$.2¡X$¡x), r> — 1, is a multiple of 3'. So we need only show that it is

also a divisor of 3f. By Lemma 1.3 of [6] and our Lemma 4.3 there is a sequence

of subcomplexes *=L1<=p2c ... c£r.jC^c • • -cL=Er(X3t2¡X2¡x) with Lt

=Li_! u e' u ei + 1 or Lt=Lt_x according as i-r = n-l+4k (k = l, 2,..., t) or

not. Set K¡=Lt for i-r=n —1+4/ so we have »c^c^c ... cjç, and Kj = K¡-X

\j el u ei + 1.

By Lemma 1.4 of [6] and the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.4 of

[6] the class 3iEZ, Z=E\X3t2\X2tX), has a representative/satisfying/(£Pi)cppj_1.

So the class 3etEZ is represented by the map/=/°/° ■ • • °/(r times) which satisfies

f(EKt) = * i.e. / is nullhomotopic. Whence the suspension-order of Z is a divisor

of 3'.

For completeness we include
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Theorem 4.7. Let n = 2t+l. The suspension-order of ErXS¡2, r^-\, is 2"<-2t)-3t.

Proof. First by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 and Toda's Theorem 1.1 [6] the suspension-

order of ETX3i2 is a multiple of 2">{2fí ■ 3'. To prove it is also a divisor of this number

consider the fibration

vn    _.    vn        .    vn    I vn
A2,X ~~> A3,2 ~* A3,21 A2,V

By the corollary to Theorem 2.6 of [6] the suspension-order of FrA2tl, r^ —1,

is a divisor of 2'"(2i). And from Lemma 4.6 above the suspension-order of

Fr(A3>2/A2>1) is a divisor of 3'. So by Theorem 1.2 of [6] we have that the suspen-

sion-order of FrA3,2 is a divisor of 2"(20-3t.

5. The mod 3 Hopf invariant. The generalized Hopf invariant is a homo-

morphism

H
[EK,Sn]—>[EK, S2n~x]

for which the sequence

F H
[K, Sn~x] —► [EK, Sn] —> [EK, S2n~x]

is exact when dimension FF^3(«-1). H also satisfies the property i/i^H=Ht¡jí¡.

In §4 of [1] H is used to prove <M«] = 4r[«] for any [«] e [X^x, S*], n = 2t+l^3.

Our situation is analogous but with one important exception: the dimension

restriction is not applicable. So we consider the mod p Hopf invariant Hp, p an

odd prime (we assume the reader is familiar with the relevant sections of [5]).

Hp is defined by the commutative diagram

[E2K,S2m + x;p] -^- [E2K,S2pm + x;p]

~-\ J
hm,

[K,n2S2m + x;p] -^ [K,(Ll2S2mfaS2m + x);p] -r* [K, (Ll2S2m + 1, US2^; p]
J K

where [ ; p] denotes the /^-primary component. It is known that «m. is an iso-

morphism and that Ker/ is the /7-primary component of image E2 where

F2: [K, S2m'x] -> [E2K, S2m + X]. So whenever A: is a monomorphism, we will

have Ker //p = Ker7=/»-primary component of image F2, k occurs in the homotopy

exact sequence of the triple (Q.2S2m + x, Q.S21X, S2m~x) as

[K, (£lS*lx, S2m~x);p] —■* [K, (Q.2S2m + x, S2m-X);p]

—>[F,(D252m + 1,il5p2™1);Jp].

The group on the left is isomorphic to [EK, s2pm~x; p] so whenever the latter is

trivial, A: is a monomorphism. We use this observation in 5.2, but first we have

Lemma  5.1. Suppose Hi(E2K;Z) = 0 for all i>pn-(p-l), n = 2m + l, and

qHvn-^-X)(E2K; Z)=0 for some integer q.
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Then Ker H„ contains that the subgroupsq[E2K, S2m + 1;p] and </>q[E2K, S2m + 1;p].

Proof. By the Hopf Theorem we have [E2K, Spn-(n-1)]^Hpn-'-n-1\E2K; Z).

So

H„q[E2K, S2m + 1;p]= qH„[E2K, S2m + 1;p]<= q[E2K, S2pm + 1]

= q[E2K,Spn-^n-1)] = 0.

And since Hpi/iq = i/iqpHp we have

HpYq[E2K, S2m + 1;p] = rqpHp[E2K, S2m + 1;p] <= Yq*[E2K, S2pm + 1] = 0

since 4>qv acts on [P2A:, S2pm + 1]^H2pm + AE2K; Z) as multiplication by qp.

Lemma 5.2. Let r = kq2 and assume [EK, S2"™'1; p] = 0 in addition to the hypoth-

eses of 5.1. Then i/>r acts on [E2K, 52m + 1; p] as multiplication by r.

Proof. For a e [E2K, S2m + 1; p] we have r-ra = T-kq(r-qa) = kq(<pqa) = kY-q(qa) =

kq(qa) = ra using 5.1 and the fact that Ker Hp = Image E2 when [PA", S2pm-1;p]=0.

Proof of Theorem 1.2(H). For n = 1 the result is given by the group structure on

S1^ U(l). For n = 2< +1 ^ 3 we consider the cofibration

pvn       _v    vn       r -    vn   / vn
A2,l *■ -^3,2 *■ A3,2IA2,1

and the associated exact sequence

p* i*
[Ar3,2/A2,n Sn]      *■ [X3,2, Sn]      > [X2tX, Sn].

The main results of [1] and [6] imply that i*i/>ra = 0 for r=2'"(2t) and so by exactness

we obtain an element ß e [X3i2fX2tX, Sn] with p*ß = if<ra. So it is enough to show

that&j8=Ofori=3'.

For n = 3 we have from Lemma 2.5 that X$¡2¡X$iX is homeomorphic to the com-

plex S6 uf e7, degree/= 3—note C52 x CA^i is just a 7-cell since X%<x is a 3-cell.

Hence the only obstructions to nullhomotoping a given map S6 u, e7-?> S3 lie in

H6(S6 u, e7; 7r6(53))^Z3 and HAS6 U, e7; ^7(53)) = 0. But r3: tt6(S3) -»■ tt6(53)

is multiplication by 3 (since P: 7r6(53) -> 7r7(5*) is a monomorphism, or alterna-

tively since 7r6(S3) = 7r6(53 ; 3) and we can invoke (13.13) of [5]). Thus 03|8 = O as

required.

For n = 2r+l ^5 we can apply 5.2 whenever the condition

[P-1(A-3n.2/A-2",1),56i-1;3] = 0

obtains—in which case we again obtain the desired result <//sß=sß=0 for s = 3*

(using both Theorem 1.4(h) and Lemma 5.2). Now #'(£_TOa/*a.i); Z) = 0 for

i=3n-4 or i>3n — 3, and is ^Z3 for / = 3n-3. As dimension E~AX3,2¡X^¡x) = (>t

the Steenrod Classification Theorem [4, p. 460] immediately implies that

[P-1(A-3",2/A'2",1),5ei-1] = 0.
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Remarks. 1. It is possible to show that the suspension-order of ETX3tX, r^ — 1

and n = 2t+1, is also 20l2t)3t. Only minor modification of the hypotheses of Toda's

Lemma 1.4 is needed for this. Indeed this was our first approach. However Lemma

3.1 showed that the suspension-order of Er(XS,2l X2A) would be more useful.

2. We conjecture that the lower bound for km,n given in [7] is not best possible

for any value «t>3, in particular for m = 4. It is really just a first-order result.

Although we feel that F-theory will provide the best possible lower bound for all «7,

higher-order considerations (in the use of coefficients F-theory) must enter for

«7 > 3. Finally we conjecture that for each prime/?, the largest powerpv ofp dividing

km,n is an unbounded, nondecreasing function of «7 (for fixed n = 2t+l ^3). The

lower bound of [7] does not reflect this kind of behavior.
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